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Introduction In my talk, I would like to give my perspective on applying machine learn-
ing (ML) to automated theorem proving (ATP). I will highlight several points which I found
hindering the progress in known applications of ML to ATP, namely:

• importance of a benchmark for the development of ML models guiding proof search in
ATP

• known problems and solutions in the task of data representation for ML models used to
guide ATP

• comments and proposals of wider adoption of open source software development best
practices to maintaining provers code bases (particularly in the case when ML guidance
is involved)

I believe that a perspective from a person who applied ML to different business tasks (including
banking and entertainment) and tried to guide ATP with ML might initiate currently dormant
discussions and inspire other researchers to undertake new projects to the overall progress of
ATP.

Benchmarking Current progress in computer vision and natural language processing tasks
would not be possible without openly available and generally accepted benchmarks helping ML
researchers to focus on building statistical models instead of specific business needs (that often
are not limited to any ML in principle). Quite the contrary, in other fields like recommender
systems [2] and graph neural networks [3], the lack or arguable quality of such benchmarks can
lead to worrying signs of scientific stagnation. I will try demonstrating how ML in ATP is more
similar to the latter and discuss possible solutions (based vaguely on existing solutions from
other fields).

Representation Transformers recently revolutionised natural language processing like con-
volutional neural networks did for computer vision in previous years. In other domains (e.g.
graph neural networks [1]), there is still no universally accepted faithful data representation. I
will argue that a similar situation is characteristic of formal language processing, including but
not limited to ATP. I will also briefly overview existing approaches in ATP and their known
weaknesses.

Open Source Software Development The focus of research on publishing papers rather
than writing code is a well-known problem [4], often limiting funding possibilities for core parts
of many research projects. I will highlight several pain points I encountered in automated
provers’ development and propose possible ways to mitigate them in future.
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